case study

PopSockets Simplifies Infrastructure,
Gets a Better Grip on Communications
with Zoom’s Unified Platform

In the world of smartphone accessories, there are very few
companies that have disrupted the market like PopSockets has.
Created in 2012 as a groundbreaking invention to give smartphone
users a better grip on their devices, PopSockets products have seen
a meteoric rise in popularity since they debuted on the market.
What started as the passion project of a philosophy professor at
the University of Colorado has bloomed into a multimillion-dollar
business with offices and fulfillment centers in North America, Asia,
and Europe. As the business has grown, the teams at PopSockets
have been continuously scaling up operations, building the
infrastructure and supporting the company needs to move into the
future with confidence.

PopSockets
Founded: 2012
Headquarters: Boulder,
Colorado
Industry: Manufacturing
Challenges: Finding a costeffective, scalable unified
communications platform
from a responsive supplier
Solutions: Zoom Meetings,
Zoom Rooms, Zoom Phone
Business Benefits: Improved
internal communication and
messaging, easy and efficient
communication with outside
vendors and customers

Challenge
When PopSockets debuted on the market in 2014, they did modest
business, selling 30,000 grips; however, after the first two years, it
was clear that PopSockets was on the verge of explosive growth.
“When I started we were still pretty small, we had around 60
employees,” said Mike Henning, PopSockets’ Senior Director of
Infrastructure and Technology Enablement. “But by the end of that
year, we were doing $184 million in sales.”
As the company rapidly expanded, the teams at PopSockets began
to develop a more robust infrastructure that could support the
demand for their cell phone products. After launching a design
center in San Francisco and developing plans to launch another

“Implementing Zoom
Phone solved two different
issues for me. I didn’t have
to worry about setting up
any physical infrastructure
in our new location to
support it, and, because
they were already used
to Zoom, I didn’t have to
worry about extensive

in Boulder, Henning realized that PopSockets needed a scalable

training for my employees.”

video conferencing solution that could help them communicate and

– Mike Henning

collaborate effectively between the design centers.

Senior Director of Infrastructure and
Technology Enablement, PopSockets

But after signing up with their legacy video tool, Henning was
disappointed when it failed to deliver on all that PopSockets was
promised.

“I bought some licenses, but after a few weeks, we

for me,” Henning said. “I didn’t have to worry about

still didn’t have our video conferencing solution set

setting up any physical infrastructure in our new location

up,” Henning said. “And when companies the size of

to support it, and, because they were already used to

PopSockets have to deal with the impersonal, very-slow-

Zoom, I didn’t have to worry about extensive training for

to-react vendors in this space, it’s really unfortunate.”

my employees.”

PopSockets also didn’t have a digital phone solution in

Result

place, and deploying a separate infrastructure for voice

Zoom’s video-first unified communications platform has

communications in its new Boulder location was far too

been “a great fit” at PopSockets, according to Henning.

costly and time-consuming.

“We have some outside vendors and customers that can’t

“I didn’t want to go through the process of setting up our

use video conferencing, so being able to reach them by

facility for a specific voice communications solution and

phone is a great option,” Henning said. “It’s also great for

wiring our desks for certain hardware,” Henning said. “And

less formal communication with customers and other

I also didn’t want to support two sets of infrastructure just

stakeholders where video conferencing might not be

for our communications.

necessary.”

“And as the company grew and hired new employees,

Implementing Zoom Phone into its communications

communicating internally became a challenge as well. So

strategy has also lessened the burden on PopSockets’ IT

we wanted to give these new employees more timely,

teams.

more relevant communication on a regular basis, and we
struggled with that.”

Solution
After PopSockets’ legacy video conferencing solution

“From an IT perspective, Zoom Phone is so easy to add to
devices and so easy to provision,” Henning noted. “When
my teams get a support ticket that says, ‘I need a phone,’
they know that all they have to do is deliver a headset and

failed to meet its demanding needs, Henning first heard

it's taken care of.”

about Zoom after discussing the issue with PopSockets’

As PopSockets continues to grow, Henning plans

CEO, David Barnett. He recommended researching Zoom.

to expand the use of Zoom’s unified video-first

“I contacted the Denver sales office and spoke to a

communications platform to the company’s international

representative who gave me a few free licenses to try

locations in Europe, Asia, and Mexico to create a seamless

out the product and made some recommendations on

communications infrastructure.

what hardware to purchase,” Henning said. “After that, I
reached out to a supplier who gave me two kits. I set up
the hardware, and the solution just worked.”
Henning was so pleased with Zoom’s performance and
ease of use that he decided to attend Zoomtopia, Zoom’s
annual user conference, that same year. After hearing
about Zoom Phone at Zoomtopia and its crucial role in a
unified communications platform, Henning was excited to
implement the application as PopSockets’ digital phone
solution.
“Implementing Zoom Phone solved two different issues

“I recently sent our first Zoom Room kit to our EMEA
sales office in Finland, and we hope to expand our use
of Zoom Phone to our customer call center in Mexico,”
Henning said. “Enabling these Zoom Rooms across our
entire organization is part of the next big wave for us.”

Zoom helps businesses and organizations bring their teams
together in a frictionless cloud environment to get more done.
Our easy, reliable, video- first unified communications platform
for video, voice, content sharing, and chat runs across mobile
devices, desktops, telephones, and room systems. Founded in
2011, Zoom is a publicly traded company on Nasdaq (ticker: ZM)
and headquartered in San Jose, California.
Visit zoom.com and follow @zoom_us.
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